
1. Clean the inside of the glass and front of the LCD screen thoroughly, ensuring that the metal surround is clean and 
free from any plaster, grout, building residue, etc. This will affect the Aquavision’s waterproofing properties. 

2. Using a glass sucker (if your TV is 27” or greater it is recommended you use 2 glass suckers in top and bottom cor-
ners i.e. top left and bottom right), align you glass, the magnets should then pull the glass into place. Make sure you 
do not get your fingers trapped between the glass and the screen! On screens 43” and above, it is recommended 
that at least 2 people fit the glass. 

3. Using the glass suckers ensure the glass is sitting centrally within the bezel. There should be an even gap all the 
way around the glass. Make sure you hear a re-assuring “click” as the glass gets pulled in by the magnets. Before 
letting go of the glass, press on the glass over each magnet to make sure that the glass has been pulled onto each 
magnet. Should there be any movement of the glass, remove it and adjust the magnet by unscrewing it. Should 
the magnet be holding the glass too far “out” adjust the magnet accordingly by screwing it in. Only when you are 
confident that all magnets are holding the glass correctly should you release the glass suckers and stop supporting 
the glass. 

4. Power up your Aquavision TV and ensure the viewing window of the LCD matches that of the glass viewing window. 
The TV may need to be moved up or down slightly to ensure the IR Board LED and LCD sit centrally within their 
respective viewing windows. If it needs adjustment, with the aid of a glass sucker, remove the front, adjust accord-
ingly and re-clean. Do not try to lever the front off with a screwdriver! Once you are happy with the LCD positioning, 
replace the glass. 

5. Once you are happy the TV is working correctly, and all of your selected inputs are working you must silicone the 
glass into place. Apply a generous bead of good quality clear silicone all the way around the glass ensuring there 
are no gaps or bubbles. Wipe away any excess silicone.  
 
NOTE: Failure to silicone the glass will mean that your TV is not waterproof. Any television that is water damaged 
will not be covered under your warranty. 

6. When you are completely happy you have a waterproof seal, leave 48 hours for the silicone to dry before use. You 
should regularly check the soundness of this joint and rectify as necessary. It is the responsibility of the installer/
customer to make sure that the Aquavision unit is installed and sealed correctly; your guarantee will be void if any 
problems are caused through installation faults or poor sealing. After any maintenance, you will need to completely 
clean the old silicone off and re-seal as stated above. 
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Attaching your Aquavision Glass onto your Classic or Silhouette metalwork

Once you have installed your LCD into the metalwork, the final step is to add the Glass.
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